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Finding bugs and fixing them

28 March 2024, Belgrade UA Day

Arnt Gulbrandsen, UA Technical Senior Manager

UA Remediation
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Universal Acceptance Bugs

 New user interface requirements.

 Linkification.

 Email address handling.

 Domain handling.

 The usual number of regular 

bugs.
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Where The Bugs Are

 Bugs are often in websites, 

Software as a Service, 

commercial software.

 Open source software is also not 

bugfree.

 Open source libraries, 

frameworks, plugins affect many 

users and are important.

 Programming languages.
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Websites, Software As A Service, Apps

 Mostly closed source.

 Finding a bug can be simple.

 … or difficult.

 Contacting the company is easy, 

but reaching developers is always 

difficult.

 Persuading the company is 

difficult.

 “Hasn’t been a problem until 

now.”

 “Our customers haven’t 

complained.”
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Open Source Software

 Much of the classic Internet 

software is open source:

 IMAP servers.

 SMTP servers.

 Comparatively easy to reach.

 At least the top four SMTP servers 

are UA-ready now.

 The top three IMAP servers are on 

the way:

 One ready.

 Two in good dialog with us.

 Little end-user software is open 

source.
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Open Source Foundations

 Much software is based on open 

foundations:

 Rails

 Django

 Laravel

 …

 An expensive webshop product 

may send its mail using a free 

mail library written by hobbyists.

 An expensive SaaS product may 

in turn depend on a free database 

for its core function.
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Programming Languages And Hardware

 Many programming languages 

provide readymade components:

 Java has java.net.URL

 Python has Requests and 

Net::SMTP

 Open Source and reachable.

 Very slow change process.

 Smartphones include 

programming languages and 

preinstalled apps.

 Even slower change process.

 Difficult to reach relevant teams.
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Engage with ICANN – Thank You and Questions
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